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Abstract

Radiation protection and its interplay with physical
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1. Objectives of Paper

I have been asked to participate in this Workshop as a physicist

who has spent many years in research related to radiation protection

and, for the last 6 or 7 years, also in research related to chemical

pollutants. I would like to describe the interplay of physical research

and the practice of radiation protection. There are both analogies in

and differences between the problems of health protection from radiation

and chemical pollutants. In formulating research objectives for synfuel

technologies, we should take what lessons there are to be learned from

the radiation experience. While far from perfect, the regulation of the

exposure of persons to radiation probably rests on a firmer scientific

basis than does the regulation of exposure to many toxic chemicals. We

have learned some things in radiation protection—in both applied work

and in research—that should help guide us in approaching chemicals.

Section 2 of this paper gives a brief description of the practice of

radiation protection. Section 3 mentions some fundamental deficiencies

that exist in radiation protection. Some physical research avenues

illustrate how such deficiencies are being addressed as part of an

integrated radiation research program. In Section 4 I will focus on

chemical pollutants, drawing some lessons from the radiation experience.

Throughout this paper I can only try to present the physicist's point of

view. However, I think that the geneticist, the cell biologist, and the

toxicologist might have analogous situations to describe. In the context

of the OHER basic research program being discvissed at this Workshop, I

will describe in Section 5 another example of a basic research program—
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this one directed toward health protection from chemical pollutants. I

will then make a few closing summary remarks in Section 6.

2. Radiation Health Protection

Ionizing radiation was discovered quite accidentally when, in 1895,

Roentgen saw the first scintillations caused by x rays striking a lumi-

nescent screen in a darkened room. Other kinds of ionizing radiation

were subsequently discovered—alpha, beta, and gamma rays from radio-

active elements; the neutron; and still others. By definition, this

kind of radiation is energetic enough to knock electrons out of atoms,

leaving the matter it traverses in an immediately charged, or ionized,

state. Historically, "radiation protection" has, through the years,

implied "ionizing" radiation. Today the profession of radiation pro-

tection (also called "health physics" in many places) often includes

attention to microwaves and to lasers.

With the benefits from the use of x rays and radioactive materials

came the recognition that radiation can injure people. It was not until

the 1920's, however, that formal radiation protection rules began to

emerge. A "tolerance dose" for x rays was introduced in 1925. In the

latter half of the 1920's the International Commission on Radiological

Protection (ICRP) and, in the U. S., the forerunner of the National

Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) were founded.

These two organizations are the principal sources of the basic recom-

mendations adopted by numerous governments, government agencies, and

other organizations for radiation protection.
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Our current standards for allowable exposure of workers and the

public to radiation are the result of evolutionary processes, which are

still continuing. The central physical concept that emerged in radiation

protection work is the absorbed dose. Physically, the most obvious

change that radiation produces in altering living tissue from its normal

state is the immediate ionization, which presumably triggers the subse-

quent chemical and biological changes. The amount of ionization produced

per gram of tissue is directly proportional to the energy absorbed per

gram, which is defined as the absorbed dose, D. Fortunately, ionization

in gases (and semiconductors) affords an easy, sensitive, and universal

means of detecting, monitoring, and measuring radiation dose. .. number

of other methods are also available. Radiation dosimetry is the science

and art of determining absorbed dose, both for radiation control and for

scientific purposes when experiments with radiation are carried out.

One subject of this Workshop is chemical dosimetry, about which I will

have more say.

It is recognized that a given dose from different kinds of radia-

tion (e.g., gamma rays and neutrons) can produce different degrees of

biological damage in the same organism. For protection purposes,

therefore, quality factors, ranging from 1 to 20, are defined for any

type of radiation, based on the density of the ionizations, or linear

energy transfer (LET), along the particle track. For a given dose, the

energy absorbed appears generally to be more effective biologically when

the ionizations occur close together. The product of the quality factor,

Q, and absorbed dose, D, is called the dose equivalent, H,

H = QD .
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(See Table 1.) When the absorbed dose is expressed in units of the rad

(1 rad =100 ergs/gram), the dose equivalent unit is called the rem

("roentgen-equivalent-man"). In SI units, the absorbed dose is expressed

in units of the gray (1 gray = 1 joule/kilogram) and the dose equivalent

in sieverts. As a baseline reference, the maximum allowable occupational

exposure for the whole body to ionizing radiation in contolled areas is

5 rem/year. As a rule, levels for the general population in uncontrolled

areas are set at one-tenth the occupational values, e.g., 0.5 rem/year

to the whole body. Also as a baseline reference, an acute whole-body

dose of radiation in the neighborhood of 400-500 rem would probably be

lethal to one-half of an exposed human population. That is, the radiation

LD50 for man for acute, whole-body exposure is thought to be around 400-

500 rem.

Without going into it, let me say that applied radiation-protection

criteria are considerably more detailed and sophisticated than the

simplistic impression I might be giving. Different radiation levels

apply to different organs; special consideration is given to pregnant

(or possibly pregnant) workers and to children; special techniques and

considerations are used for inhaled or ingested radionuclides; and so

on. The ICKP has introduced concepts of "risk" and "detriment" to be

applied in addition to organ doses. These concepts are being considered

in the U. S. by the NCRP and are already a part of radiation licensing

procedures.

The basic philosophy that is applied to control and limit radiation

exposures has undergone a continuing evolution. Similar considerations

apply to exposure to chemicals and other harmful stresses. The 1925
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Table 1. Quantities Used ir. Radiation Protection

ABSORBED DOSE: D = Energy/Mass

!

1 rad = 100 ergs/gram

1 gray = 1 joule/kilogram

QUALITY FACTORS: Q

Q = 1 to 20, depending on type of radiation

DOSE EQUIVALENT: H = QD

!

D in rad + H in rem

D in gray + H in sievert

ALLOWABLE OCCUPATIONAL ANNUAL
WHOLE-BODY DOSE EQUIVALENT 5 rem = 0.05 sievert
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"tolerance dose," mentioned above, implied perhaps that a certain level

of insult could be tolerated. Later, the concepts of "maximum perr .ssible

dose" and "maximum permissible exposures" were used. The philosophy of

radiation protection was discussed at length by various experts at

hearings held by the U. S. Congressional Joint Committee on Atomic

Energy in 1960. Questions such ats the following were asked: "In

what sense is an expor.ure 'permissible'? By whom? For what purposes?

i
Is the setting of dose limits r. medical judgment? A social judgment? .'

Might not radiation exposures permitted for the peaceful appliations of '

atomic energy be very different from those warranted in military appli-

cations, where national defense is at stake?" The basic philosophy of

radiation protection today attempts to balance risks and benefits. No

radiation should be received without some benefit, and exposures should

always be kept as low as practicable up to the limits set.

The protection system for radiation works reasonably well. Scien-

tific committees have reviewed the evidence and more or less agreed on

procedures that limit dose equivalent to certain levels. Social judg-

ments have been made through the laws enacted to give legal status to

the system. As summarized in one NCRP report, "NO significant

radiation effects have been demonstrated in animals or humans at or

below the maximum permissible occupational dose levels. By extrapola-

tion from observations at much higher dose levels, it seems possible

that long-continued irradiation, even at permissible levels, may have

some deleterious effect. The probability of such effects is believed to

be less than that of many other injuries due to physical and chemical
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health hazards to which we are daily exposed. Nevertheless, efforts

should be made to avoid needless radiation exposure."

3. Radiation Research in Physics

Lest the foregoing superficial description of radiation protection

sound too pat, let me mention a few major and fundamental scientific

problems. I believe a number of these difficulties also apply to chem-

ical pollutants. One can see ample need for research in both areas.

An outstanding radiation problem, which is involved with the setting

of allowable exposure limits, is the assessment of risks from chronic low

doses. Human data at relatively high doses are available. Effects have

been seen in the Japanese atomic bomb survivors, in workers who were

exposed to radium-containing luminous watch-dial paint, in the vast

medical experience with x rays, in accident cases, and in many other

instances. These effects are seen at levels far above those allowed for

occupational exposure. Experts do not agree on how these data should be

extrapolated to low doses. It is a very controversial subject.

A related question is whether a threshold exists for radiation

effects—a dose level below which there are no adverse consequences. It

is generally assumed that nonstochastic effects, such as reddening of

the skin, do have thresholds. There is_ a "safe" dose level at which

skin reddening is not observed. In such a case, the severity of the

effect at higher levels depends upon the dose. For a stochastic effect,

such as leukemia, the severity may be independent of dose; there may be

no threshold and no "safe" dose.
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Another problem is the extrapolation of animal data to man- For

example, genetic effects of radiation have been extensively studied in

plants and animals. Relatively low levels cf radiation have been used

to study genetic effects in populations of mice numbering into the

millions. The incidence of radiation-induced genetic effects in man is

unknown. A contrast can be pointed out here between radiation and

chemicals. On an evolutionary time scale, inan has always been exposed

to a background of naturally occurring ionizing radiation. The same is

not true of many chemicals. Widespread exposure came only with indus-

trialization.

The heated controve_sy that attends the nuclear power program

attests to our inability to satisfactorily answer some very important

questions about radiation. We simply do not know so many things. What

is more, it appears that we will never be able to answer some questions

by observation—that is, with hard data. For example, at low doses,

radiation effects are masked by normal statistical fluctuations in

populations. Radiation does not appear to produce any diseases that do

not occur with a natural incidence. Satisfactory answers may never

come, unless they are provided by research. If we understood mechanisms-

that is, if we knew how radiation causes cancer or induces genetic

changes—then we would be far along the way of assessing certain risks

from low-level exposures. The same must apply to chemical insults.

I will turn now to an example of physical research on radiation

that represents an attempt to address problems of setting standards for

low-level radiation exposures. There is undoubtedly a relation between

the structure of charged-particle tracks in tissue and subsequent
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biological effects. We are just now beginning to piece together the

detailed sequence of events that occur when radiation strikes a very

(4)

simple, nonliving, but biologically relevant target: liquid water.

The immediate changes produced by the passage or absorption of radiation

are the conversion of normal water molecules into excited molecules,

* +

H O , or molecular ions, H O , with the attendant release of the elec-

trons that are set free by the radiation in the water (Fig. 1}. These

initial species transform quickly into very reactive chemical species,

such as the free radicals OH and H. These events are so rapid as to be

inaccessible to direct measurement. Measurements at later times appear

to be consistent quantitatively with our physical models of what happens

initially. Figure 2 shows the development around a segment of an 8-MeV

alpha particle in water based on Monte Carlo simulations. Biological

macrostructures, such as a segment of DNA, are now being added to the

water calculations. We hope to achieve some understanding of how radia-

tion directly affects DNA and indirectly affects it through the action

of the reactive chemicals that radiation produces in water.

I hope that this brief example illustrates how long-term fundamental

research may offer the only feasible way to address some important and

basic problems and provide some answers about mechanisms. Knowing

mechanisms would be important in so many ways—for risk assessment at

low levels, for abatement measures, for determining monitoring guide-

posts, and so on.

Apart from mechanisms, physical research plays an important role in

radiation monitoring. Research leads to better instruments and to a

better interpretation of what instrument readings mean. In this respect.
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having dosimetry puts one in a far better position with radiation than

with chemicals to relate an instrument reading to an assessment of

potential exposure and risk.

4. Chemical Pollutants

The Atomic Energy Commission developed and sponsored a comprehen-

sive biomedical program in radiation research. The agency staff and

facilities in these areas are now a part of the Department of Energy,

charged with the responsibility of formulating a national research plan

to address health effects from all emerging energy technologies, par-

ticularly those in synthetic fuels. Many of us who originally carried

out research exclusively in radiation areas are today collaborating on a

broad scale with investigators in other disciplines to approach chemical

protection. I think i'z is fair to say that health physicists and radia-

tion specialists in thi^ country represent a significant national resource

with dedication to and high regard for health protection.

The basic elements of a program for occupational health for chemical

pollutants are similar to those for radiation: pollutant characteriza-

tion, exposure measurement, instrumentation and monitoring, biological

monitoring, health-effects studies, and so on. Many of the same ques-

tions are there—what are the effects on humans, is there a threshold,

are there genetic effects, how should one attempt to balance risks and

benefits? Compared with r liation, however, chemical protection prob-

lems appear to be vastly more complicated. The variety of chemical

compounds and mixtures that evolve from synfuel and energy production

staggers the imagination. One cannot even begin to test them all. And
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how does one test those selected? How do the test results relate to the

hazards to man? How do you set permissible occupational and public

exposure levels?

The unifying concept that has made radiation protection a manageable

(albeit imperfect) problem is dose. Dose exists as a common denominator

for comparing any kind of exposure to any kind of ionizing radiation.

Usually dose can be measured, estimated, or inferred. One approach to

chemical dosimetry, linking it with radiation, is the use of the "rem-

equivalent-chemical," which defines the amount of a chemical that

"produces an amount of genetic damage equal to that produced by 1 rem

of chronic irradiation."

Chemical dosimetry, analogous to radiation dosimetry, may or may

not be a useful concept. Chemicals may be so varied and diverse and

their effects so species specific that unifying or simplifying concepts

do not exist. (That factor, if true, however, is worth establishing.)

I am more optimistic. First, one can concentrate on only a restricted

class of chemicals, such as in the metals program I will mention in the

next section. Second, one can generalize the concept of dose to be any

physicochemical-biological quantity or process that responds in a pre-

dictable way to exposure. Ideally, in addition to a measured response

in an instrument or in a test organism, one would have some detailed

understanding of what effects the toxic substance is having at bio-

chemical and cellular levels.

5. Physical Research on Chemical Toxicity

In the remaining time I would like to describe a program that I

helped get started in 1977 under DOE sponsorship. It serves as an
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example of a collaborative effort between physical and biological

scientists to establish something akin to basic ideas for chemical

dosimetry. The broad objective from its inception has been to develop

physical and biological concepts and principles on which a system of

health protection for chemical pollutants from energy technologies can

be based. We have concentrated on metals as an important class of

chemicals for which good biological experiments can be done at our lab.

Also, from t_:-=> physicist's viewpoint, a metal ion is a tractable physical

entity that maintains an identity in metabolic processes.

We searched for correlations between a number cf physical parameters

that characterize metal ions and the acute lethality of the metal. We

(7)
followed up on work reported in the literature showing that a chemical

softness parameter is possibly linked to toxicity. Our own data (Fig.

3), showing the LD50 measured for mice under uniform experimental condi-

tions with 24 metals, showed a better correlation than had appeared

previously in the literature. We also exposed Drosophila and

(9)
Chinese hamster ovary cells to the same metal solutions. Thus we

have results for three species, and we are looking at how they compare

and at possible extrapolations to higher organisms. As with radiation

research, the extrapolation of animal data to man is a central theme.

Other investigators subsequently found a correlation between our mouse

LD50 data and in vitro calmodulin activity. Calmodulin is a calcium

receptor protein that regulates a variety of cellular enzymes and pro-

cesses. With gross oversimplification, we might say that we have here

two examples of quantities that could be considered as candidates for

chemical "dose" for metals: (1) chemical softness, which is a calculated
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parameter for a metal ion and (2) the biological effect of a metal on

calmodulin activity, which is a measured quantity. Both can be assigned

numerical values for any metal. A significant correlation with ID50 has

been demonstrated in the test systems studied. If I were asked about

the possible toxicity to man of a "new" and untried metal, I would want

to calculate its softness parameter and run calmodulin tests. The roots

of chemical dosimetry for metals might be there, and we are pursuing the

studies further.

The existence of correlations between toxicity and some other meas-

urable characterization of a chemical pollutant would be extremely

important and useful. Moreover, looking into the physical reasons that

might explain such correlations looks even more interesting. Given that

softness might be relevant, for example, one can apply some chemical and

physical insights. When they bind to something, soft metals, such as

cadmium, mercury, and lead, form one kind of bond (covalent) at soft

sites; hard metals, such as calcium and sodium, form bonds of another

type (ionic) at hard sites. (Many metals are intermediate between hard

and soft.) Regular biological structures can have hard and soft sites.

In DNA, for example, the bases are soft and the phosphate linkages hard.

In contrast to hard metals, the bonds formed by a soft metal are highly

directional in character. If we speculate at this point, we might say

that a soft metal, like cadmium, will find numerous sites for binding

itself just on a random basis in a system as varied and complex as a

living organism. The directional requirements of its bonding are likely

to bend or otherwise introduce structural changes when a soft metal like
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cadmium binds to a macromolecule required for normal functioning. The

result may be detrimental. The metal is toxic.

We have carried out a calculation of the binding of the hard ion

2+ 2+
Ca and the soft ion Cd on a two-unit substructure ^GpC) of a single

DNA strand. These ions have the same charge and size; calcium is

relatively nontoxic and cadmium is very toxic. The resulting structures

2+
are shown in Fig. 4. The Ca leaves the natural structure virtually

2+
unaltered. In contrast, the directional bonding requirements of Cd

cause one of the plane structures to rotate some 90° when it binds.

Such ideas and leads are being pursued in trying to recognize and estab-

lish how toxic properties might be manifested on a fundamental scale.

Perhaps some of what we will learn about metals will be applicable to

other chemicals.

6. Summary

I hope that these remarks.will indicate how research for radiation

has been planned and implemented in relation to radiation protection.

Analogous research for chemical protection is essential. On the physical

science side, I believe that there is a fair chance of developing some

unifying concepts. The establishment of any generally valid concepts or

principles for chemical dosimetry and risk prediction would be of enormous

value and benefit.

I will close with the following paraphrase from a National Research

(12)
Council report as reviewed in a recent issue of Science. Although

the number and uses of chemicals are voluminous, very little is known

about their hazards. Of the 53,500 commercially important chemicals.
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only a ft., have been subjected to extensive toxicity testing. No

toxicity data are available for about 80% of 49,000 chemicals in com-

merce. Even when testing was performed, the methodology was often

flawed.

There are immediate and staggering problems, and we should get on

with the job of tackling them. I wish this Workshop every success in

developing its outline of a plan in occupational health research.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of immediate changes that

radiation produces in water.

Fig. 2. calculated evolution around a segment of an 8-MeV alpha-

particle track in water. Dots represent the location of chemically

active species, which diffuse and react as time passes from 10 to

10 seconds. Of the original number of 9932 reactants (free radicals,

hydrated electrons, etc.) produced by the passage of the alpha particle,

all but 2069 have reacted to alter the medium chemically. Such inves-

tigations are continuing with DNA segments introduced.

Fig. 3. Mouse 14-aay LD50 data (ordinate) for a series of

divalent metal ions shows correlation with a chemical softness

(abscissa). Closed circles show data obtained from the literature;

opt.n circles shov new data obtained under uniform experimental

(81
conditions.

Fig. 4. Comparison of binding of ions of the essential metal,

calcium, to the DNA subunit GpC (top) and binding of the toxic metal,

cadmium, to GpC (bottom). Normal GpC structure in absence of these

metal ions is shown in the middle. Note that cadmium binding changes

the structure greatly, while calcium has little effect.
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